Elon

ReSolute

WORLDWIDE
based in New York

Elonhas played several influential roles in shaping New York’s vibrant underground
music scene, developing the ReSolute brand across the globe and organizing some
of the most cutting edge underground events.
Whether he is headlining at nightclubs or playing a marathon set for an underground afterhours event, Elon’s timeless musical style glides between house and
techno, from dark and emotive to the more rhythmic and uplifting tones of electronic music. His sharp ear for detail is reflected in his fluid sets and immaculate
productions – a skill honed from his rich instrumental background and years of
experience working as a sound engineer.
Since his first release in 2006 on Made to Play, Elon has produced several successful
EPs and remixes on labels such as Get Physical, Clink, Dumb-Unit and Metroline.
A perfectionist in the studio as well as in his sets, Elon constantly seeks to showcase
sophistication and detail in style and sound. Elon has always believed that quality is
paramount over quantity. His releases, like Bummalo with Maceo Plex, Noose and
Fuck Cuba EPs have received global critical acclaim.
In 2011, Elon launched his own imprint, ReSolute Label. The project stemmed from
his residency at ReSolute, New York’s innovative dance music phenomenon. At the
end of 2012 Elon produced the label’s fifth release, ‘Kolekti’ EP, a collaboration EP
including tracks from Alexi Delano, Dario Zenker and other artists from the ReSolute family. Keep an eye out for his 2nd EP on
ReSolute Label in September, his eagerly awaited debut album and a brand new live
performance that he has been moulding for the past year.

RELEASES
“Mooncaper “EP w/ Clockwork & Avatism Remix [ReSolute Label] “Freak Back” EP W/ Alex
Celler Remix [Metroline]
“Kolekti” EP W/ Alexo Delano, Dario Zenker & More.. [ReSolute Label]
“Up North” EP [Get Physical]
“Colombian” EP W/ Excersise One Remix [Dumb Unit] “Bummalo” EP W/ Maceo Plex [ReSolute Label]
“Yarra Valley” (w/ Vincenzo) [Bedrock]
“Clap Back” EP w/ Ekkohaus Remix [Metroline]
“Encounters” EP [Rrygular]
“RM 02” EP [Retrometro]
“Fxck Cuba EP“ [Dumb Unit]
“Snortin’ Pinky EP w/ Justin Maxwell remixes [Auralism] “Birds” EP [Dumb-Unit]
“Noose” EP [Clink]
“Radio Engine EP” [Clink]
“Tamingo” w/ Rekliener remix [Infant]
“Movin’ In” w/ Riton Remix [Made To play]
“Reflection” W/ DJ Ali & Taimur remix [Spinifex]
“Mitalect” W/ Naudio remix[Relay]

LINKS
FACEBOOK
SOUNDCLOUD
BEATPORT
DISCOGS
RESIDENT ADVISOR
RESOLUTE LABEL
RESOLUTE

TECH RIDER
• 2 x Technics SL 1210 Turntables fitted with Concorde Night Club or similar high
spec, cartridge and stylus. The turntables should be placed on a solid platform at
waist height.
• 1 mixer, ideal Rane, Crest oder Allen& Heath Xone S6/V6 or Pioneer 1000.All
mixers must have user adjustable EQ controls.
• 2 x Pioneer CDJ 1000 Player (only these models).
• 2 loud monitors
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